1. Introduction. In the theory and applications of stochastic processes frequently arises the problem of finding the distribution of sup0g"s,<!;(u) where {£(t), 0 ^ t < 00} is a separable stochastic process. For stochastic processes with stationary independent increments G. Baxter and M. D. Donsker [3] solved this problem in principle. They determined the double Laplace-Stieltjes transform of P{supo¿uztí (u) = x} for such processes. However, even in simple cases, it seems too complicated to invert the transforms. For example, if (v(t), 0 ^ t < 00} is a Poisson process Baxter and Donsker found that they were unable to invert the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of F{supos"át[v(u) -cm] i£ x} where c is a positive constant. Actually, in this particular case, R. Pyke [15] found the distribution of supo^u¿t [v(u) -cu] by a direct method.
In this paper we shall show that for a wide class of stochastic processes the distribution of sup0¿u¿t^(u) can be found in a simple and elementary way by making use of only a generalization of the classical ballot theorem.
Throughout this paper we suppose that {x(t), 0 ;£ 11% T} is a separable stochastic process with nonnegative increments, that x(0 increases only in jumps and is continuous on the right, that #(0) = 0, and that for all n = 2,3, ...,and 0<í^ T are interchangeable random variables. In the following considerations the parameter range will be either a finite or an infinite interval. In what follows we shall refer to the process {#(0, 0 g t ^ T} as a process with nonnegative interchangeable increments. In particular, the random variables (1) are interchangeable if they are mutually independent, identically distributed random variables. In this particular case we shall refer to the process {x(t), 0 ^ t ^ T} as a process with nonnegative, stationary independent increments. LAJOS TAKÁCS [September We mention here that for 0 z% t z% T (2) E{xit)} = pt where p is a nonnegative number (possibly p = oo). If p = 0, then P{x(t) = 0} = 1 for all ie[0,T].
We define the following two processes with interchangeable increments:
íi(0 = X(0 -t and ¡,2(t) = t -xit) for O^tziT, and we shall find the distribution of suposug.ijXu) and that of sup0a"s,^2(w) for 0 z% t z% T. The results of this paper have many applications in the theory of queues, dams, storage, order statistics, mathematical risk, physics and elsewhere.
2. Generalizations of the classical ballot theorem. The classical ballot theorem which is linked to the names of J. Betrand [5] , D. André [1] and É. Barbier [2] asserts that if in a ballot candidate A scores a votes and candidate B scores b votes, if all the possible voting records are equally probable, and if a ^ pb, where p ^ 0 is an integer, then the probability that throughout the counting the number of votes registered for A is always greater than p times the number of votes registered for B is given by (3) P = ia-bp)Ha + b).
As a generalization of this theorem we arrive at the following theorem. Formula (4) can be proved by mathematical induction on n as is given in reference [18] or in a direct combinatorial way as is given in reference [20] .
If, in particular, we define vr as 0 when the rth vote is cast for A and as (p + 1) when the rth vote is cast for B, then Vy,---,va+b are interchangeable random variables taking on nonnegative integer values and v, + ■•■ + va+b = bip + 1).
If we put n = a + b and k = b(p + 1) in (4), then we get (3) .
From (4) it follows that where the conditional probability is defined up to an equivalence.
Proof. Define (4) and let m -> oo and a -> 0, then by the continuity theorem of probability we get (8) 
In proving (8) we also used the facts that with probability 1 at Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the subtrahend on the right-hand side of (10) is the probability that x(t) Ú t + x and xiu) > u + x for some u e [0, t]. Let y = sup{w : x(u) > u + x and 0 z% u ;S t} . Then x(y) = y + x and x(«) ^u + x for y :£ u S t or equivalently x(u) -X(y) úu -y for y z^u z^t. Under the condition that x(y) -y + x and /(i) = z + x, the probability that /(u) -x(y) úu -y for y ^ m g í is (í -z) /(í -y) for 0 ^ y ^ z ^ t. This follows from (6) if we apply it to the process x*(u) = X(y + M)~X(v), O^u^t -y. If we integrate (i -z)j(t -y) with respect to d/LP^Cy) z% y + x, x(t) z^z + x} = P{y + x z% x(y) úy + x + dy, z -y zi x(t) -x(y) = z -y + dz} over the domain 0 z^ y z% z z%t, then we get the subtrahend on the right-hand side of (10) . This proves the theorem.
If the process {x(t), 0 ^ t g T} has stationary independent increments, then in (10) dydzP{x(y) úy + x, x(t) ^z + x} = P{y + xè x(y) úy + x + dy} ' P{z-y Ú Xif) -X(y) Ú z-y + dz}.
Now we shall consider the case T = oo and t = oo. Let Proof. Let
Then by the continuity theorem for probabilities it follows that (15) Wix) = lim Wit,x). By (9) and (10) we have
for all x.
If p < 1 and t -* oo in (19), then by using (18) we get (13) . Now W(x) is a proper distribution function because by (17) 4. The distribution of the supremum for the process {i -x(t)}. First we consider the case when {i -x{t) » 0 z% t z% T} has interchangeable increments, and then we shall show that further results can be obtained if {f -#(r), Oz^t z%T} has stationary independent increments. Proof. We shall find the probability of the complementary event. The event that m -xiu) > x for some u e (0, i] can occur in the following mutually exclusive ways: inf{u:w -xiu) > x} = y where 0 ^ y z%t. Then x(y) = y -x and u -xiu) z%x for 0 g u ^ y or equivalently xif) ~ X(u) Sy -u for 0z%u z^ y.
By Theorem 1 (31)
P{x(y) -Xiu) ú y -u for 0 ^ u úy\xiy) = y-x} = j for 0<xz%y. If we integrate (31) with respect to dyP{xiy) û y -x) = P{y -x ^ x(y) í= y -x + dy} from x to t, then we get the probability of the complementary event. This proves (30). If {z(0 > 0 ^ í < oo} has nonnegative, stationary independent increments and t = oo, then (30) reduces to an exponential distribution function given by the next theorem.
Theorem 7. // {x(t),0 f¿ t < co} has nonnegative, stationary independent increments, then for x ^ 0 (32)
where co is the largest real root of the equation (17) that the right-hand aside of (32) is 0.
5.
Examples. In what follows we shall consider examples from the theory of queues, dams, and order statistics.
1. Queueing processes. (Cf. V. E. Benes [4] and L. Takács [19] .) Suppose that in the time interval (0, co) customers arrive at a counter in accordance with a random process. The customers are served by a single server. The server is idle if and only if there is no customer in the system. Denote by xit) the total service time of all those customers who arrive in the interval (0, t]. We suppose that {xit), 0 z% t < oo} is a separable stochastic process with nonnegative, stationary independent increments. Denote by nit) the virtual waiting time at time i, i.e., the time that a customer would have to wait if he arrived at time t and if service is in order of arrival. Let a(i) denote the total idle time of the server in the interval (0, r). If */(0) = 0, then it can easily be seen that 6. Remarks. We have found two different expressions for the distribution functions of sup0áu<00[x(u) -u] and supogu<00[u -x(u)] when the process {/(/), 0 z% t < oo} has nonnegative stationary independent increments. These results make it possible to discover interesting identities.
For example, if we compare formulas (13) and (25) 
